CUSTOMIZED TO FIT
XL Flip Axles can be designed to go on any XL trailer. With many options available you are sure to find a version to fit your needs.

BUILT TO LAST
Built with proven XL quality, the XL FAs are prepared for a lifetime of use. XL products feature T-1 Flanges and 80K web. XL's one-piece construction process results in stronger products. I-beams are made from one piece web and flange and then welded on all sides.

SUPERIOR VERSATILITY
Adding an XL Flip Axle to your trailer set-up makes your trailer suited for even more diverse loads. The extra axle on the back of the trailer distributes more weight when you need it, and can be flipped up when you do not.

BUILT WITH YOU IN MIND
- T-1 Flanges, 80K Web
- 54” Axle Spacing
- 102” wide
- Flag holders
- Lifting lugs hold weight of Booster and Flip axle when lifting off the ground, eliminating tail channel bend.
- All XL Specialized Trailers’ products go through the new, premium paint process. XL paint includes a full 1 year warranty.
- Always striving to surpass market standards, all XL Specialized Trailers’ products feature a 5 year structural warranty.

FIND YOUR SPECIALIZED SOLUTION TODAY
visit xlspecializedtrailer.com
XL FLIP AXLE

STANDARD SPECS
T-I FLANGE, 80K WEB
(2) FLAG HOLDERS

WHEELS AND TIRES
8.25 X 22.5 STEEL RIMS
255 / 70R / 22.5 TIRES

SUSPENSION
25,000 LB AIR RIDE

AXLES
(1) 25,000 LB NOMINAL
77½" TRACKING
54" SPACING
HUB PILOT, OUTBOARD DRUMS
16½ X 7" BRAKES
LIMIT CHAINS

LIGHTING
D.O.T. APPROVED 12V SEALED
GROTE HARNESS
RUBBER MOUNTED LED LIGHTS
(1) CLEARANCE LIGHT PER SIDE
7 POLE ELECTRICAL SOCKET
2 TAIL LIGHT PACKAGE WITH
ALUMINUM COVER

NEW INDUSTRY-LEADING
PAINT PROCESS
1 YEAR WARRANTY
BLACK, IH RED, OR NEW CAT YELLOW
AIR & ELECTRIC DONE AFTER PAINT

OPTIONS
POPULAR OPTIONS
Wood cover for flip
Additional spring brakes
Paint to match trailer
Dock bumpers
3rd Tail light package
Aluminum milled/polished wheels
Many more available